Boone and Crockett Whiskies Now Available in Texas

Boone and Crockett Whiskies are now available across the state of Texas at Total Wine and More stores.

MISSOULA, Mont. (PRWEB) February 15, 2019 -- Total Wine and More stores across the state of Texas are now fully stocked with Boone and Crockett Whiskies.

The Boone and Crockett Club was founded by Theodore Roosevelt in 1887 in an effort to spearhead the conservation of wildlife across the country. In honor of that deep-seated love of nature and the outdoors, the Boone and Crockett Club has created a line of handcrafted whiskies that feature flavors reminiscent of all that the flora and fauna have to offer.

The 86-proof Straight Bourbon is expertly distilled and aged for two years offering a smooth, rich flavor with notes of smooth marzipan and tea nose balanced with spice and vanilla oak, and ending with a “Smokey Camp Fire Finish.”

The handcrafted, 86-proof Rye Whiskey blends tastes of caramel, wild berries, and sweet corn and finishes with that signature “Smokey Camp Fire Finish” for a superb velvety texture and a brilliantly balanced palate.

Boone and Crockett’s 80-proof American Blended Whiskey combines a knowledge of great bourbon and tradition to create an easy sipping whiskey featuring tastes of buttery pecans, dried fruit, and sweet jams, wrapped up with notes of peppercorn and the “Smokey Camp Fire Finish.”

Each of these whiskies are handcrafted for the American outdoorsman to honor their upkeep and preservation of wildlife across the United States. Sportsmen have always, and will continue to, play a pivotal role in the conservation movement.

These whiskies that are sure to make the namesakes of the club, Daniel Boone and Davey Crockett, proud are now available to outdoor lovers across the state of Texas.

To get a taste of Boone and Crockett Whiskey, please visit your local Total Wine and More store.
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